
The recent acceleration up in interest rates, and especially real interest rates is revealing of an upward revision in growth pros-
pects. What the market seems to be telling us (or what the FED is telling us) is that the growth in the US Economy is still very much 
robust, and that a rapid deceleration is probably off the cards. Hence, concomitantly, for now, the FED can continue to tighten 
without triggering a widespread risk asset correction and its negative feedback loops. In such a context, it is quite normal that 
Growth themes are suffering as the value of their long dated cash flows is being revised down. Inversely, the value of cyclical short 
dated cash flows are being revised up. What is more surprising in our view, is that defensive profiles, such as Utilities or Staples 
have held up quite well vs their general market indexes. This resilience, in our view, is quite telling of a transitory, perhaps even a 
definitive defensive shift that may lie ahead.  In this short article, we weigh up Cyclical Value profiles vs Defensive ones in order 
to assess the actual state and possible developments in the risk-ON / risk-OFF relationship going forward.

OSX - PHLX Oil Service Sector / S&P Utilities Sector
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

When talking about deep value 
cyclical profiles, Oil Services 

certainly qualifies, whereas Utilities 
are probably as close as you can get 
to a bond proxy. The ratio first top-
ped out in January and then in May, 
which is synchronized with the path of 
US benchmark bond yields. Recently, 
it has bounced, but nothing like the 
strong move higher we have just seem 
on Treasury yields. Both our oscillator 
series are suggesting, that US Oil Ser-
vices should now be rolling over vs US 
Utilities, probably into mid November 
on our long term oscillators (lower rec-
tangle), yet only towards late October / 
early November on our medium term 
oscillators. Bottom-Line, we would 
really need to see some acceleration 

to the downside over the next 2 to 3 weeks, otherwise from early November, cyclical profiles and risk assets in generally could 
see a strong rally towards year-end. 

European Basic Resources / Europe Food & Beverage
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months.

In Europe, we look at the very cyclical Ba-
sic Materials sector vs the Food & Beve-

rage one. The ratio since its August lows 
has rebounded quite nicely, although for 
now it still remains well below our C Cor-
rective targets tot he upside (right-hand 
scale). Hence, the previous downtrend 
still prevails. This is also the case on  both 
our oscillators series (lower and upper 
rectangles), and the sequences we show 
should now resume lower towards late Oc-
tober / mid November. 
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GBP/EUR
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

We now diverge into other asset classes and in this 
case into Forex looking at the Pound vs the Euro. 

Historically, the Euro is more Defensive the Pound, and the 
the difficult Brexit process has also weighed on the latter, 
until late August at least. Since then, hopes of a deal have 
been revised up, and the Pound has been strengthening 
quite rapidly. Brexit may be a localized issue, yet if it was 
successfully resolved, it would certainly lift a large uncer-
tainty cloud above Europe. This graph is also very similar 
to the ones above, yet stronger, and the Pound is certain-
ly the more cyclical of these two European currencies. On 
our medium term oscillators (upper rectangle), GBP/EUR 
seems to be breaking out. We would expect a slight conso-
lidation into late October, and then a further leg up into 
late November. The pair is also on the verge of breaking 
above our C Corrective targets to the upside (right-hand 
scale), which would open the door to much higher levels 
over the next few months. Alternatively, the pair would 

need to reverse down quite swiftly as shown on our long term oscillators (lower rectangle). If such is the case, the move lower should continue into 
mid/late November.  Anything shy of a strong reversal down over the next weeks, would probably confirm an upside break-out for GBP/EUR, and 
point to a potential positive resolution of the Brexit negotiations. This would be  great news for Europe.  For now, we however, prefer to remain 
prudent until then.

Copper Spot (USD/ton) vs Gold (USD/oz)
Daily graph or the perspective over the next 2 to 3 months

There have been a lot of banks turning positive on 
China and Emerging markets recently. Yet, for now 

we remain defensive on these as we believe the risk of 
breaking long term support, and retracing most of the 
2016-2017 uptrend is still very real. Copper and Gold 
have been both negatively influenced by the sell-off in 
the Yuan and Chinese equities. The ratio however, with 
Copper being more cyclical than Gold, is probably an 
advanced indicator of the underlying dynamics at play. 
Indeed, if going forward Copper can outperform Gold, the 
reflation uptrend is potentially still be alive, and the Chi-
na / EM Bulls may have a case.  The dynamics we show 
on the ratio’s Weekly graph on page 17 of this document 
suggest not, yet in this graph we are going into the more 
detail using the Daily time frame. Our base case is shown 
by our medium term oscillators (upper rectangle). Copper/ 
Gold has seen a good bounce since early September, yet 
should soon resume lower, probably into late November, 

and towards our I Impulsive targets to the downside 10 to 15% below current levels (right-hand scale). On our long term oscillators (lower rectangle), 
we show a rather creative alternative: the whole move down since May may have been just a strong counter-trend (and as a matter of fact, it did not 
make new lows) , and the ratio has now started a new leg up, which could extend into late November / December. For now, the ratio is still below our 
C Corrective targets to the upside (right-hand scale). It would need to break above these to confirm a reversal. We hence, stick to our negative base 
case from now, i.e. the downtrend resumes towards late November, yet we really need to see some downside pressure over the next few weeks. 
If not, by early November, the alternative more positive scenario, may look attractive.  

Concluding remarks :

Value and Cyclical trades have been on a roll over the last few weeks. Their out-performance synchronizes with the bounce we have recently 
seen on the yield curves. Yet, for now, vs Defensive trades, these positive moves are still counter-trend, and could potentially start to retrace 

over the next few weeks. Positive developments on the Brexit front, or new found resilience in Emerging Markets may gradually switch this 
defensive stance to a more positive outcome. Yet, for now, we continue to abide by it, until late October, early November at least.
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